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ZOTAC® kicks off CES 2012 with the new products
ZOTAC International, the brand of PC Partner, kicks off the 2012 Consumer Electronics Show with
nd

a trio of versatile 2 Generation ZBOX mini-PCs for all the computer needs.

At the same time, it

also rolls out a USB 3.0 to HDMI adaptor, which enables users to easily add displays to desktop
and notebook systems for increased productivity.

ZOTAC ZBOX ID 81 series mini-PCs pack the Intel® Celeron® Processor 857 while ZBOX ID80
series combine the latest energy-sipping Intel® Atom

TM

D2700 CedarTrail processor paired with

NVIDIA® GeForce® GT530M graphics processing to form the ultimate energy-efficient home
theater PC combination capable of stunning high-definition video playback.

ZBOX AD04 series

packs the latest AMD E-450 APU that combines dual-core CPU processing and AMD Radeon HD
6320 graphics processing that provide snappy system performance and responsiveness for
everyday computing needs.
nd

The 2 Generation ZBOX platform enhancements include an external WiFi antenna, integrated
Bluetooth 3.0 technology and a bundled Media Remote with USB IR receiver for the superior
wireless reception.

“The original ZOTAC® ZBOX series mini-PCs have been a major success

since we debuted the line up nearly 2 years ago. We always take feedback from our users and
customers seriously.”

said Carsten Berger, Marketing Director, ZOTAC® International.

Meanwhile, ZOTAC®’s new USB 3.0 to HDMI adaptor which enables users easily add displays to
desktop and notebook systems for increased productivity.

It is powered by DisplayLink

TM

USB

graphics technology which compresses visual data in real-time for maximum efficiency and a
lag-free display output.

Mr Tong Wong, the CEO and Executive Director of PC Partner Group, said “The new products
explore a new market for ZOTAC® and we will keep it on to have more innovation and creativity on
our products”

PC Partner Group (1263) is a leading manufacturer of computer electronics which focus on the
video graphics card, motherboards and mini-PCs manufacturing.

It is one of the Hong Kong’s

electronics company offering electronic manufacturing services to reputable brands all over the
work. The Group lists on the Main Board of the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited in 2012.

